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It’s the last week of term, and Louise and her friend Jordan are off out to a mate’s
house party. They meet up with Dave and Matt on the way in the park. They are both
well-known in the area, and not for the right reasons. They both take drugs regularly
and Matt often carries a knife. Louise used to date Dave, and they’re still friends, but
Jordan doesn’t really like either of them.They have all been drinking for a little while,
and are making a lot of noise. When a nearby resident comes over and asks them to

be quiet, Matt pulls out a knife from his jacket and shows it to him, and threatens
him. The resident runs off, and the group go back to their drinking. Jordan stands up
to Matt saying how stupid it is to start threatening people, but rather than listening to
him, Matt becomes aggressive towards Jordan and starts calling him a ‘wimp’ and
‘spineless’ because he must be afraid of people. Jordan says he’s not, and Matt  is

an idiot to think that.This soon starts to get out of control, and Matt and Jordan
square up to each other, with neither wanting to back down. Louise stands in
between them to calm them down, and as they break apart, Jordan mutters

something under his breath. Matt turns and leaps at Jordan, reaching for his jacket
pocket. Louise and Dave both jump in, and for a second all four are locked together.
Then there’s a loud shout, and Matt pulls back and falls to his knees; his right arm

covered in blood, cut with his own knife.
 

Whose fault was it that Matt got hurt?
If Matt had stabbed Jordan or one of his other friends, what do you think

would have happened then?
What laws do you think have been broken?

What were the other factors that led to the fight breaking out?
What do you think will happen to Matt now?

What should Jordan, Dave or Louise have done to stop this from happening?
How do you think the other characters feel?

What's The Point?


